
AN ANALYSIS OF THE POEM DIGGING

Digging is one of Seamus Heaney's best known poems and appeared first in the New Statesman magazine in Two
years later it was the first poem in Heaney's first published book Death of a Naturalist. Digging is a basic no-nonsense
title and reflects the strong feelings Heaney.

The family roots are cut, metaphorically and, in his memory, physically. Use of these long and short vowels,
with gutterals, brings texture and interest to the sounds, giving the poem a depth of contrast in various stanzas.
In addition, throughout the whole poem, there is a central extended â€¦show more contentâ€¦ However, the
relationship does not remain static, through observing his father, the narrator's perspective of his father
changes. The speaker's approach is serious and studied and quietly assured which creates a tone of thoughtful
admiration and pride. The speaker is looking back through the family history, noting how hard his father and
his grandfather have worked the land. As the narrator recalls the past, in lines 12, he relalizes that the only part
of the tradition he took part in was "scattering the new peotatoes they had picked". Analysis of scansion allows
the reader to understand why a poet might establish particular patterns of rhythm and meter, perhaps
uncovering the true tone of a piece or newfound significance in the verse. His going for family history means
that he has gone for his root or origin. By God, the old man could handle a spade. It can also be an echo of the
action taking place, in this case that of digging, which is most definitely repetitive. Stretching away from the
tetrameter of the opening two lines, these are pentameter, allowing for more content. It's a kind of paradox. It
is his root, which may be ugly, but it is always lovely. Under my window, a clean rasping sound When the
spade sinks into gravelly ground: My father, digging. He is in awe of their achievements yet resigned to the
fact that he, as creator of the poem, is destined not to follow them and their digging. In this respect it is a very
personal declaration - the son of the farmer is no longer tied to the land and the spade but will instead use the
pen to dig his way into life. Digging is a basic no-nonsense title and reflects the strong feelings Heaney has for
the land. There is no punctuation at the end of the last line in stanza two, the thought is continued into the third
stanza. Furthermore, the speaker's grandfather dug for turf, a source of fuel, while the speaker's father dug for
potatoes. The spondees bring force to the words - clean rasp and spade sinks - and, especially in line 4,
combine with trochees to bring assertive action as the spade does its work. Stanza 2 Three lines, with the third
and fourth line fully rhymed which points to a strong bond. Digging is beyond his own reach, it seems, so to
an extent he idealizes it. As he digs into the memory, he finds the tradition of digging in both father and
grandfather. In this poem, the theme of heritage and family traditions is most apparent. But instead of digging
out potato drills and peat, he digs out his emotions, his deepest darkest secrets, the lives of his father and his
grandfather, and most importantly, he digs out the country that is embedded in his heart; Ireland. The speaker
begins by uttering, "By God," a moment notably more colloquial than the first several stanzas. In this poem,
Seamus Heaney shows a contrast between the art of writing with his long family lineage of being close to the
earth. The only other Irish poet to claim this accolade was W. Our experienced writers have been analyzing
poetry since they were college students, and they enjoy doing it. Metaphor The pen is the spade, the speaker
declaring that he will use the pen to dig with, leaving behind the tool of his forefathers, the farmer's spade.
Note the repeat of the title word. Once I carried him milk in a bottle Corked sloppily with paper. He travels
back to his past with the imagination and finds his grandfather digging for peat. In Ireland, peat moss has been
used as an alternative to coal. The cold smell of potato mould, the squelch and slap Of soggy peat, the curt
cuts of an edge Through living roots awaken in my head. Shorter lines tend to slow things down, so note that
stanzas 2,3,5 and 8 end with short lines to reflect the slowing down of the spadework being observed. The
speaker is suddenly transported to twenty years ago, watching his father complete the same task. The reader is
taken into the mind of the speaker who is watching out the window as his father digs the garden. He rooted out
tall tops, buried the bright edge deep To scatter new potatoes that we picked, Loving their cool hardness in our
hands. By calling his father's boot and knee "the coarse boot" and "the inside knee," instead of connecting
them directly to his father, the speaker suggests how intrinsic the act of digging is to his father's nature.
Analysis Of Digging Rhyme There is no set rhyme scheme for Digging, no established pattern of end rhymes.
Heaney died on August 30, , after a short illness. Here, the reader gets a glimpse into the setting of the poem.
Work, ritual and the need to craft are three of the themes that run throughout his poetry. They will gladly
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analyze anything from Shakespeare to modern authors and you will have time to deal with other assignments!


